Abstract. The study of thermal mismatch induced stresses and their role in mechanical failure is one relevant topic to composite materials, photonic devices and electronic packages. Therefore, an understanding of the nature of the interfacial stresses under different temperature conditions is necessary in order to minimize or eliminate the risk of mechanical failure. An accurate estimate of thermal stresses in the interfaces plays a significant role in the design and reliability studies of microelectronic devices. In the microelectronic industry, from a practical point of view, there is a need for simple and powerful analytical models to determine interfacial stresses in layered structures. This review paper summarizes the work conducted by the authors in relation to the bi-layered assembly with different temperature conditions on the determination of interfacial thermal stresses. The authors have extended the case of uniform temperature model by earlier researchers of two layered structure to account for differential uniform temperatures, linear temperature gradient in the layers. The presence of a heat source in one layer (die) is also presented. Finally, the effect of bond material properties and geometry on interfacial stresses and bond material selection approach are also considered in a simple way.
Introduction
Thermo-mechanical stress develops at the interface of layered structures in electronic packaging during manufacturing (Curing) and operating stages. Since the electronic chips are getting smaller and smaller with increasing demand of power of the devices, a small deviation in the structure will cause functional and mechanical failure of the devices. Therefore, it is very crucial to accurately estimate the interfacial stresses in order to design the devices with reliability [1] .
The existing uniform temperature model for bimaterial assembly is not really adequate to address the real life situation where the temperature levels of the two layers will be different. Again since there is heat flow in the materials, there will also be a temperature gradient in the layers. Thus, the existence of differential uniform temperatures as well as temperature gradient in the layers should be considered while determining the shearing and peeling stresses at the interface. As a result, a generalized form of the bi-material model is required to be constructed which should be able to take care of any temperature condition in the layers. The effect of heat generation on interfacial stresses due to the presence of a heat source in a layer is also needs to be investigated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In this review paper, the authors have presented a summary of work in relation to the bi-layered assembly with different temperature conditions on the determination of interfacial thermal stresses. The authors have extended the case of uniform temperature model by earlier researchers of two layered structure to account for differential uniform temperatures, linear temperature gradient in the layers. The presence of a heat source in one layer (die) is also presented. Finally, the effect of bond material properties and geometry on interfacial stresses and bond material selection approach are also considered in a simple way. The force F at any section of layer is given by
where  is the shear stress at the interface
The compatibility condition between top and the bottom layer can be expressed in terms of displacement as:
where U i , i=1, 2 are the axial displacements for the layers.
In our approach, we translate the above condition in a more simpler form:
where  x(i) , i = 1, 2 are the axial strains which is defined
 By using condition (3), the model was developed by solving a second order differential equation which is much simpler compared to solution involving integrodifferential equation as in the earlier methods.
The solution is based on the assumptions as follows:
1. Thickness of the layered assembly is relatively small.
Each layer can be regarded as Bernoulli beam
3. Spherically bending thin plate is acted in each layer.
4.
No external force acting among them.
5. Axial force due to thermal loading varies along the length and full shear length in the interface bonded layers.
Adhesive layer (solder bond) is very thin compared to the top and bottom layers
With reference to the Figure 1 , the axial strain components at the interface of the two layers take the form,
where, K i = interfacial shear compliances given by
; G i = shear modulus of rigidities given by 2(1 )
given by 2 (1 )
The shear strain components in the layers in equation (4) The shear stress (x) is given by,
The peeling stress P(x) expression is given by,
In eq (5), and (6) (5) and (6) can be expressed as,
Bi-Material differential temperatures model
 
Where temperature changes assigned for entire Layer 1 = ∆T 1 and for entire Layer 2 = ∆T 2 . The total change of curvature of the assembly due to change of temperature is expressed by
Bi-Material Linear Temperature Gradient model
Now considering this modified value of 1 R in eq. (9), the eq. (7) and (8) can be reconstructed as follows:
where From eq. (12) it can be observed that when gradient in materials is zero (∆T 1 =∆T 3 ) and (∆T 2 =∆T 4 ), the term A 2 becomes zero and eq. (10) and (11) reduces to (7) and (8), which are the differential uniform temperature model. It is also observed that the correction factor A 2 (in eq. 12) is contributed by six parameters m, n,  1 ,  2 ,  1 , and  2.
Derivation for heat generation in the layer (Die)
In reality heat is generated in one of the layers say die. In this situation, the temperature distribution gradient accross the layer is expected to be quadratic ruther than linear which is expressed by the differential equation,
where G and k represent heat flux and thermal conductivity of the die material respectively [10]. The expression of the ∆T term can be formed by applying boundary conditions in Fig. 4 , at y=0, T = T 1 and at y =t 1 , T = T 3 , the solution of eq. (13) is given by,
where ∆T 1 and ∆T 3 represent temperature changes at the interface and top of the die respectively. Thus, so far the analytical model has taken account of the differntail temperature conditions in the layers which is more realistic from the practical packaging point of view.
Analytical Model with Bond layer
Die with heat source
In the previous sections, a perfect bonding condition was assumed in the development of the interfacial stress model for bi-layered electronic package. However in reality, there exists a very thin layer of adhesive bonding material to attach the two layers together. There there is a need to evaluate the influence of this tiny bond layer in the analytical model. Interestingly, this surrogate bond layer may contribute significantly in eliviating the interfacial stresses by choosing appropriate bond layer parameters. In this section, the previous bi-layered perfect model in section 1 is further upgraded with the bond layer consideration. Subsequently a process flow chart is proposed to select the suitable bond using rule of mixture material for physical design and fabrication of layered assemblies.
The same analytical model which has been used in paper 1 (Title: Bond layer properties and geometry effect on interfacial thermo-mechanical stresses in bi-material electronic packaging assembly) in this conference is utilized for bond material selection, and design approach. In this paper, only the final model is presented. Figure 5 shows the free body diagram of the full length of the model. The shear stress (x) is given by,
The peeling stress P(x) expression is given by, 
The proposed bond material selection approach
Step 1: Key in properties and geometry of chip and substrate of an arbitrary bi-layered package
Step 2: Key in range of bond layer parameters
Step 3: Key in the interfacial shearing and peeling stress
Step 4: Bond layer property and geometry parameter (for instance) Figure 6 : Rule of Mixture design for interfacial bond layer selection
Step 5: Find the volume fraction of material combination (alloy) using rule of mixture
The parametric study carried out earlier concluded that the dominant factors of bond layer in minimizing interfacial stresses in the attached layers are: elastic modulus, E i and thickness, t i . Since the thickness of bond layer is a physical property that can be altered, therefore the application of rule of mixture in selecting the material combination for bond layer is focusing on elastic modulus. 
